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“At SensorFlow, we use
AI to automate decisionmaking, improve efficiency
and make the world a
greener place.”

“By 2022 we aim to work with
hotels worldwide and install 800k
smart rooms - improving building
efficiency, productivity and
sustainability.”

WHO WE ARE
SensorFlow is a Singapore-based startup
founded by Saikrishnan Ranganathan
(CEO) and Max Pagel (CTO) in 2016 which
evolved from the pressing need for energy
optimization worldwide.
“We aim to combat climate change on a
global scale with IOT and AI technology.”
From that position, we recognized that
hotels were one of the biggest victims
of poor energy efficiency. However, they
face large barriers to adopting existing
solutions as many hotels are limited to
smaller Operations Expenditure budgets
and available solutions are not only costly
but also massively disruptive to install.
Whilst working with several hotels on energy
efficiency - we were also able to identify
an additional benefit of using IOT and the
resultant big data collected for key insights
on improving overall productivity.

“To make advanced energy efficiency
and productivity solutions available to
all buildings, we developed a retrofit IOT
solution that we offer at no upfront cost.”
SensorFlow’s mission is to make every
building more productive, energy efficient
and sustainable, starting with hotels.
SensorFlow’s innovative solution is funded
by major Venture Capital firms including
Playfair Capital and Cocoon Capital, which
has collectively raised over $60 million to
support an impressive portfolio of deep tech
startups. As a government-funded company,
SensorFlow also receives strong backing by
Entrepreneur First and additional support
from the Singapore Tourism Board as an
awardee of the Hotel Innovation Challenge
in 2017.

Max Pagel - CTO

Saikrishnan Ranganathan - CEO

HOW IT
WORKS

HUMIDITY
CONTROL

SensorFlow’s retrofit solution
improves hotel energy
efficiency up to 30% by
automating and optimising
A/C use in empty guestrooms.

SMART A/C
AUTOMATION
When empty rooms
are detected, our smart
thermostat automatically
switches the A/C off,
or Increases the
temperature settings
to save energy.

If our sensors detect that
windows or doors are left
open, A/Cs are switched
to fan mode to prevent
condensation and
humidity issues.

SETPOINT OPTIMISATION
We limit the lowest or highest
range of temperatures that can be
set on the HVAC system in order to
consume less energy whilst
operating within the thermal
comfort range.

ENERGY & OPERATIONAL
MANAGEMENT

OCCUPANCY DETECTION

We measure the energy
consumption & environmental
changes in each room, giving you
real-time data and insights for
better energy and operational
management.

Our wireless, ultra-sensitive
motion sensors detect whether
a guest room is empty or not.

Risk-Free Cost Savings
30% Energy Savings all at Zero
Upfront Cost with Zero Disruptions

Predictive Maintenance

Optimise Productivity

Monitor performance and get
timely alerts to prevent faults,
costly repairs and guest complaints

Using real-time data on room
occupancy, energy use and
environmental changes

Improve Sustainability

Guest Satisfaction

Minimise resource consumption
and build a greener brand for
your hotel

Optimise operations, service
planning and room comfort to
improve guest experience

RISK-FREE
COST SAVINGS
30% Energy Savings all at Zero Upfront
Cost with Zero Disruptions.
As SensorFlow collects live data on energy
usage and savings, we offer a Pay As You Save
profit-sharing model. SensorFlow takes a fixed
amount of savings as payment and we never
charge more than what we save.
Alternatively, hotels with a larger budget can
opt for our CapEx Model with increased savings
over time.

SMART ROOM
AUTOMATION

SAVINGS
REPORT

Install in Under 5 Minutes

With SensorFlow, we offer a monthly savings
report that gives you insight into what’s
happening in your hotel. The report covers a
wide spectrum of data, including:

With SensorFlow’s smart, IoT technology, hotels
can retrofit our wireless solution in under 5
minutes per hotel room - at zero upfront cost
with zero operational disruptions.
After installation, hotels can immediately
automate their A/Cs to switch off or raise
the temperature when guests leave their
rooms. This minimises energy use in empty
guestrooms and can easily generate over 30%
in HVAC energy savings.

•
•
•
•
•

Monthly Energy consumption
Energy Savings day on day for the month
Total number of hours automated
Average Guest Occupancy by the day
Typical AC Guest Setpoint

SensorFlow’s team will then work closely with
you to ensure that we optimise your energy
savings as well as operational productivity.

PREDICTIVE
MAINTENANCE

OPTIMISE
PRODUCTIVITY

Monitor the performance of your equipment and
get timely alerts to prevent faults, costly repairs
and guest complaints.

Using real-time data on room occupancy,
energy use and environmental changes.
With live data and trends on room occupancy,
environmental changes and guests’ A/C interactions,
your hotel can now:

HVAC Maintenance report
Get a comprehensive HVAC Maintenance report, with key
insights on the health and performance of your HVAC
system. Now, your hotel can preemptively identify faulty
equipment and optimise engineer deployment with
predictive maintenance. The full report includes:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Faulty room report
• Performance Heat Map
Critical Issues Identified
• Energy Audit
Predicted Equipment Failures

Optimise your housekeeping routes for better
efficiency and productivity
Remotely monitor, control and troubleshoot A/C
issues for guests with our online dashboard
ldentify peak occupancy hours and plan staffing
and services more effectively

HUMIDITY
REPORT
To help you ensure your rooms are well maintained
for maximum comfort, we also offer a comprehensive
Humidity report to help you prevent humidity-related
issues such as condensation and mould growth. This
report helps you to identify:
•
•
•

Rooms at High-Risk of humidity issues
Possible factors contributing to high humidity
General trends in temperature and humidity in your
property

With the above data, you can better control and reduce
the impacts of high humidity for better guestroom
comfort.

IMPROVE GUEST
SATISFACTION
Optimise operations, service planning and room
comfort for better guest experience.
With real-time data on occupancy and A/C equipment
performance, as well as automated and remote control
of your room A/Cs your hotel can now enhance the
overall guest experience by:
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-cooling rooms remotely before guests arrive
Ensuring housekeeping never disturbs in-room
guests again
Preventing guest complaints about faulty A/Cs
Remotely resolving guest A/C issues more quickly
Planning F&B and event promotions at ideal times

GUEST COMFORT
REPORT
To help you ensure the best guest experience, our team
of experts will put together a customised Guest Comfort
report that will help you identify:
•
•
•
•
•

Average room temperature
Average guests’ preferred temperature set-points
Individual A/C set-point limitations
Measurement of dew point comfort levels
Trends and patterns of when and where guest feels
least comfortable in their room

With the above information, we can then advise you on
how to improve guest comfort across all of your rooms.

IMPROVE
SUSTAINABILITY
Minimise resource consumption and build a
greener brand for your hotel.
With concrete data on your energy savings and
reductions in carbon emissions, your hotel can
now better understand the impacts of your green
initiatives and communicate them to your guests
and other key stakeholders.
The data provided will also aid your efforts in
getting green certifications to help build up your
brand as an eco-hotel.

MAKING A
GREENER EARTH
We want to do our part to help make the world a
greener place.
As part of our Corporate Responsibility Program, for every
equivalent ton of carbon emissions that hotels offset with us,
SensorFlow will plant one actual tree in a deforested area via
our partners at One Tree Planted. Now hotels can not only
reduce their environmental footprint – with us, they will be
making positive contributions to make our Earth greener,
cleaner and safer for the future.

LEAVE
NO TRACE
At Sensorflow we respect the environment. We’re
committed to minimising the environmental impact
our activities have, wherever we work. We’re
conscious about managing the life cycle of all our
products to avoid improper disposal. Whenever
possible, we aspire to leave the places we work in a
better state than they were before us.
In light of that, SensorFlow encourages our
employees to do the same by providing two days of
paid leave for them to participate in green activities
or programs.

OUR CLIENT
Background
Absolute Resorts & Hotels is a leading lifestyle
resort group in Asia driven to deliver guests the best
vacation experience. They are strongly committed
to integrating social and environmental initiatives
throughout their entire hotel operations. The
latest example is its contribution in transforming
a local school library via the use of EcoBricks made
by waste collected locally in Phuket in July 2019.
As a testament to its long-term commitment to
corporate and social responsibility, Absolute
Resorts & Hotels was awarded with the Special
Recognition in CSR Award at the 2014 Thailand
Property Awards.

ABSOLUTE
BANGLA SUITES
AUTOMATED ROOMS

61
25%

HVAC ENERGY SAVINGS

PROJECT TIMELINE:

SINCE OCTOBER 2019

WATCH OUR
CLIENT’S VIDEO!

PROPERTY TYPE:

BOUTIQUE HOTEL
TYPE OF HVAC

The Challenge
Given Thailand’s steady growth in the tourism and
hospitality sector, hotels are amongst the highest
consumers of energy. Much of the costs in a
typical hotel comes from Heating, Ventilation, and
Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems, which comprise
between 25-50% of the total energy costs. In fact,
the largest proportion of HVAC energy use is
attributable to guestroom cooling, primarily as a
result of the inefficient use of guestroom A/Cs by
hotel guests.
Due to Thailand’s humid climate, Absolute Bangla
Suites, Phuket, had to address the additional
challenge of ensuring optimum guestroom
comfort and excellent room maintenance in spite
of the high level of humidity and mildew risks
that could easily damage in-room materials and
produce bad odours.
As a hotel group that advocates environmental
sustainability via innovation, Absolute Bangla
Suites sought a smart energy management
solution that could both optimise energy
consumption while simultaneously maximising
guest satisfaction and comfort.

SPLIT-UNIT SYSTEM

Our Solution
Absolute Bangla Suites chose to install SensorFlow’s
wireless smart solution across all their rooms and is
now able to immediately automate their Split-Unit
HVAC system based on live guestroom occupancy
status. This means that if guests had exited their
room but left the air conditioner (A/C) running,
SensorFlow’s solution would automatically switch
off the A/C in those empty rooms without manual
intervention.
Absolute Bangla Suites’ staff could also remotely
monitor live data on each room’s environment via
SensorFlow’s online dashboard, including room
occupancy, A/C energy use, ambient temperature,
humidity, dew point levels and even guest setpoint
temperature. This enabled them to conduct remote
monitoring and management of their rooms and
A/C systems allowing their housekeeping and
engineering teams to glean actionable insights
and develop data-driven strategies to maximise
operational efficiency and productivity as well as
guestroom comfort.

“Since retrofitting SensorFlow’s
automation solution for Absolute Bangla
Suites, we’ve achieved significant cost
savings for the property as well as
enhanced our ability to cater to our
guests’ personal needs and comfort
requests. What’s amazing is that we’re
achieving all these while reducing our
carbon footprint substantially.”
- Michael Massey, General Manager

The Results
After installing SensorFlow’s solution in October
2019, Absolute Bangla Suites was able to save up to
25% of their monthly HVAC energy consumption.
On average, they achieved 10,000 to 13,000 kWh
in energy savings, translating to THB30,000 THB40,000 (USD$950 - USD$1,266) in monetary
savings every month.
Absolute Bangla Suites also achieved additional
savings of $0.46 (10.21 THB) per room within

two months of implementing SensorFlow’s
recommended setpoint optimisation strategy.
Based on these figures, they are projected to
offset over 65 tonnes of CO2 emissions annually.
Beyond energy savings, Absolute Bangla Suites’
significantly improved their management of guest
room comfort as staff could remotely control the
A/Cs from an online dashboard, enabling them to
resolve A/C-related guest requests and complaints
with more agility and efficiency.
With SensorFlow’s monthly reports on rooms
at risk of humidity and mould issues, Absolute
Bangla Suites successfully optimised the upkeep
of these guest rooms during the COVID19 closure
period, thus avoiding costly repairs and ensuring
optimal room comfort upon their reopening.
Ultimately, with SensorFlow’s solution in place,
Absolute Bangla Suites can expect improved
sustainability, optimised productivity and higher
guest satisfaction – an endeavour crucial to
continuing their commitment towards energyefficient and sustainability-focused operations.

PRODUCT
DETAILS

SensorFlow’s wireless devices are battery-powered
with a 5-year lifespan, and can be easily retrofitted
with zero operational disruptions. Our solution is
compatible with all HVAC systems: Split-Units, VRVs
and District Coolers/Chiller Systems.

GATEWAY

ENERGY METER

The Gateway runs our
automation engine and
receives data collected from
our Sensors via our proprietary
Lo-Ra radio network. This
data is then easily accessible
via SensorFlow’s cloud- based
dashboard.

Measures energy consumption
of a circuit in real time to track
energy use of individual rooms.
This data then allows us to
calculate how much energy we
save you.

OCCUPANCY SENSOR

DOOR/WINDOW SENSOR

PIR occupancy sensor tracks
room occupancy continuously
and reliably. Ceiling-mounted
for full-room coverage using
a single sensor. 360° viewing
angle, covering up to 8 x 8 m²
at uniform sensitivity.

Detects when balcony or
pool doors are left open in
unoccupied rooms, then
triggers the A/C to turn off or
switch to fan mode.
This prevents condensation
issues and minimises energy
wastage.

SMART THERMOSTAT

FLOWMETER AND PIPE
TEMPERATURE SENSORS

Smart Thermostats work with
any rooms that use remote or
wall thermostats. They monitor
temperature, humidity and
dew point and automate the
temperature in unoccupied
rooms to save energy. Can be
controlled remotely from the
dashboard.

Measures the flow and
temperature of in/out flow
in chilled water pipes. This
data lets us track energy
consumption in British Thermal
Units (BTU) to calculate savings
for rooms cooled using chilled
water systems.

TAKE THE
NEXT STEP...
Call us

Visit the website

SENSORFLOW
BENEFITS

RISK-FREE
COST SAVINGS

Email us

www.

+65 6241 0594

WWW.SENSORFLOW.COM

INFO@SENSORFLOW.COM

JOIN THESE
SMART HOTELS

PREDICTIVE
MAINTENANCE

OPTIMISE
PRODUCTIVITY

We’re confident you’ll love our solution. Take the next step and join our growing list of
smarter, greener hotels, including:

IMPROVE
SUSTAINABILITY

GUEST
SATISFACTION
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SORFLOW

TRAVEL AND
HOSPITALITY
SOLUTION PROVIDERS
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Level 6 Vanguard Campus, 1 Kallang Junction, Singapore 339263
Tel: +65 6241 0594 | Email: info@sensorflow.org

